Look I guess we both have had them in the past so formal investment so we both had experience investing in shares good and bad experience and we both had good experience investing in property we we we knew there were other benefits that we could have like if you have the right structure in place we could get extra benefits in terms of fun spinning of the mortgage repayments by recycling death basically and we know we knew that we could use equity to buy property and and that's improperly and use the the winter losses that divestment will offset from taxes also we knew all those things but we didn't know how to do it we also knew that we had some I guess some some risks because we didn't have will replace we had some insurances not all of them and so on so we decided to I guess go with the journey of or get more professional help in terms of investment and basically you know taka T's and cross the eye because we knew a lot of things that exist that we could benefit from and we want anything from I think Steve and end the team they take clarify a couple things that I watch some of the comfort to think that I knew about but also clarify a couple things that I had doubts or and things that we didn't know about so with nexus with with we got that advice basically and and understood a little bit more of what the possibilities are and put the strategy bugs and then the videos on the website and the newsletters they are also quite informative and they just reinforce a couple things at them the bunch you know about but you don't really you know do the right things but but but having that advice absolutely helps us to I guess keep on track we both we both start working reasonably early and also paint view the song so we got you have to learn know that you have to spend less you make a big it it seems pretty basic and simple but a lot of bits are probably how much many people just don't don't follow the logic I think we are I think we are good with money we have a good understanding of you know savings investment and long-term blind and so on are people who prefers came here we sort of had that conversation with those given the same and we sort of planned you know what age do we want to be comfortable to retire and how much we want to to have an SS as well as a captive or investment and that the cash flow will look like at that time attention and we wish Seto sort of deep in the ground that back rounded 60 I think but both as on an annual basis will be review that and you know this week could retire with an option that we will want to consider is petition is going down the you know how how much time you spend at work in  the one that's definitely something that time I think was always an idea but now I feel with it's a goal that we will achieve before we retired so I'm not expecting that I'm not going to be working five days a week and 160 they're used to have more free time to do you know what's what we want in that term that there might be a hobby or the money trail also that might change you know from you three years old I love you there's any specific thing that we want to do I love to spend time doing so that something else will all be doing not a lot to take away they aren't going to be late and you know that's the type of thing that we want to do it a bit more time I want at a time where I want to have to worry about that foot enjoy you

